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GHood { Graphi
al Visualisation and








As a possible extension to his Haskell Obje
t Observation Debugger Hood [7℄, Andy
Gill has des
ribed the \dynami
 viewing of stru
tures", stepping through observa-
tions instead of a

umulating them into a stati
 view. Starting from this idea, we
have implemented and released an animation ba
k-end for Hood, 
alled GHood.
Instead of the dynami
 textual visualisation based on pretty-printing proposed in
[7℄, our ba
k-end features a dynami
 graphi
al visualisation, based on a simple
tree layout algorithm. This paper reviews the main aspe
ts of Hood, gives a brief
introdu
tion to GHood's features and summarises our experien
e so far.
The visualisation of program behaviour via animations of data stru
ture obser-
vations has uses for program 
omprehension and exposition, in development, de-
bugging and edu




even when textual labels are no longer readable due to s
aling, suggesting advan-
tages over a purely textual visualisation. A novel appli
ation area is opened by the
use of GHood as an applet on web pages { dis
ussions of Haskell program behaviour,
e.g., in edu
ational online material or in explanations of fun
tional algorithms, 
an
now easily be augmented with graphi
al animations of the issues being dis
ussed.
1 Well-typed programs don't go anywhere { or do they?
The war-
ry of stati
 typing is that \well-typed programs don't go wrong", but
sometimes the question is \where does this well-typed program go?", requiring
a more detailed understanding of program behaviour.
For a surprisingly long time, Haskell programmers have been deprived of
tools that would enable them to investigate the behaviour of their programs at
a suitable level of abstra
tion. This la
k of tool support, espe
ially in the areas
of debugging and proling, has been quoted as one of the reasons \why no one
uses fun
tional languages" [18℄. In the 
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ontinued to appear (support still varies between implementations,
though, and tools are implementation-spe
i
). Still, there is a dis
repan
y:
if programs are written in a ni
e high-level language, why do their dynami

aspe
ts have to be studied in low-level terms of sta
k- and heap-usage? And
in the area of debugging, the situation has only just started to improve.
A re
ent survey [3℄ 
ompares three tools for tra
ing and debugging of lazy
fun
tional programs: Hat [20℄, Freja [13℄, and Hood [7℄. All of these systems
oer inspe
tion fa
ilities at a level 
lose to the programming language, based





terised on the basis
of the questions they help to answer. Hat
2
takes wrong program output as





(\where did this result or output 
ome from?"). Freja supports a te
hnique
known as de
larative debugging, involving users in a dialogue that narrows
down to the sour
e of errors (\this part of your program gives the following
result. Is this 
orre




ution, with parameters 
owing into operators
or fun
tions and results 
owing out. On this basis, programmers 
an use Hood
to insert probes into their programs to monitor or observe the 
ow of data at




ing tools oer high-level views into Haskell program exe
utions. Fo
us-
ing on dierent aspe
ts of program behaviour, the existing tools 
omplement
ea








diate terms instead of exe
ution dynami
s. As a possible extension to Hood,
Andy Gill des
ribed the \dynami
 viewing of stru
tures", stepping through
observations using a textual form of visualisation based on pretty-printing [7℄.
Gill implemented and demonstrated a browser ba
k-end for Hood, based on
this idea (the ba
k-end itself is available from the Haskell CVS repository, but
it is not supported by the Hood observation library, as released in July 2000;




observations and printing a stati
 view at the end of program runs).
We are here 
on
erned with extending the usefulness of Hood (the most
re
ent of these tools, and also the only implementation-independent one) by
adding dynami
 views of observation tra
es. Starting from Gill's idea, and
building on the Hood observation library, we have implemented and released
a graphi
al animation ba
k-end for Hood, 
alled GHood. Instead of a dy-
nami




al visualisation, based on a simple tree layout algorithm. Af-
ter reviewing the main aspe
ts of Hood, this paper gives a brief introdu
tion
to GHood's features, demonstrates some of the new appli
ations enabled by




e been extended 
onsiderably, and now supports several models of tra
ing,




tion 5.1, as well as [19,20℄).
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e :: String -> a -> a { not part of any Haskell
language denition, but supported by all Haskell implementations { is sup-
posed to be a
ting as an identity with a String-label. When evaluated, it
returns its se
ond parameter, but also prints its label as a side-ee
t. Rem-
inis
ent of the print-statements with whi
h imperative programmers inspe
t
their programs in the absen
e of proper debuggers, side-ee
ting output 
an
thus be used to generate a tra
e of the exe
ution of a Haskell program.
But in the end, un
onstrained use of side-ee
ting input/output operations
is no more suitable for debugging than for any other kind of input/output in a
lazy fun
tional language. Fun
tional input/output has moved on to more sys-
temati
, de
larative means of expression, whi
h require to make ee
ts visible
in the stru




tion of the main lines in this development). But this is
exa
tly what prevents the use of these more stru
tured means of input/output
for debugging purposes, where one wants to inspe
t the behaviour of a given
program, without having to restru
ture it into something else rst.
Enter Hood (Haskell Obje
t Observation Debugger). One way of under-
standing Hood is via a line of reasoning similar to that whi
h led to today's
fun
tional input/output systems { it is not the idea of side-ee
ting opera-
tions that is at fault, it is their undis
iplined use that 
auses problems. As the
requirements of debugging dier from those of standard input/output, a simi-
lar line of reasoning will not ne
essarily lead to similar solutions. In standard
usage, input/output is part of the program and should be re
e
ted in its type
stru
ture whereas, for debugging purposes, the input/output-operations are
part of the workben
h used to inspe
t the program, and the original program
should be disturbed as little as possible.
Developing this idea, Hood 
onsists of a fairly 
omplex library with a
relatively simple interfa
e. In fa




h: observe :: Observable a => String -> a -> a. Similar
to tra
e, observe a
ts as an identity with a String label. But the similari-
ties end here { 
alls to tra
e ee
tively imitate imperative print-statements,
whereas 
alls to observe 
apture the intention behind print-style-debugging
(indi
ating interest in intermediate values) in a de
larative way, leaving the
\how" of 
apturing and presenting information to the implementation. The

ombination of observe and its observation and presentation library elimi-




(i) (a) With tra
e, all information is 
ommuni
ated via the String parame-
ter. Programmers have to add 
ode to inspe
t parts of their program,
and to in
orporate the inspe
tion results into the String labels.
(b) With observe, instan
es of the Observable 
lass handle all aspe
ts
of program inspe




e. The String parameter is just used as a label.
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(ii) (a) The extra inspe
tion 
ode needed to feed information into tra
e
labels implies non-trivial program modi
ations, whi
h run the risk
of introdu
ing bugs and 
hanging stri
tness properties in the pro
ess.
(b) Predened instan
es for most standard types and a 
ombinator ap-
proa
h to user-dened instan
es of Observable imply smaller pro-
gram modi
ations and ensure that stri
tness properties of the pro-
gram under inspe
tion are not ae
ted by the use of observe.
(iii) (a) When evaluated, tra
e immediately attempts to output its label.
Under a lazy evaluation strategy, this may 
ause other tra
ed expres-
sions to be evaluated, and the order of output 
an be 
onfusing.
(b) Evaluation of observe 
auses information to be 
aptured, but this is
de
oupled from presentation and output. In Hood, the observation
events are post-pro
essed when the observed program has terminated
{ observations are grouped by their labels into 
omprehensive sum-
maries, whi
h are pretty-printed as partially-known data stru
tures.
For the full details, readers are referred to the Hood paper and do
umen-
tation [7,8℄, but for a two-parameter 
onstru




an be illustrated by the following pseudo-
ode:
observer (C x y) = position -> unsafePerformIO $
do sendEvent <observed 
onstru
tor C at position position>
return (C (observer x position:0) (observer y position:1))
where observer is a helper fun
tion 
alled by observe (initialising position),
and position re
ords the position of the 
urrent subexpression in the observed
data stru
ture. The denition is stri
t in the observed (sub-)stru
ture, for
ing
its evaluation to weak head normal form, but only if the weak head normal




asion, the observer generates an observation event, tagged with the po-
sition information, wraps any 
onstru
tor parameters in new observers, and
returns the observed 
onstru
tor to the evaluation 
ontext.
All those implementation details are hidden behind suitable monads and

ombinators, oering a simple user-level interfa
e, and observers for most
standard types are predened. The (predened) instan
e of Observable for
lists may serve to illustrate that it is straightforward, if somewhat tedious, to
make new types observable:
instan
e (Observable a) => Observable [a℄ where
observer (a:as) = send ":" (return (:) << a << as)
observer [℄ = send "[℄" (return [℄)
Using observe is equally straightforward (runO :: IO a -> IO () runs
an IO-s
ript while taking 
are of observation event pro
essing):
import Observe
main = runO $ print $ observe "just a list" [1..4::Int℄
4
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3 GHood { seeing what your program does
Using a small set of 
ommonly implemented extensions to standard Haskell,
Hood instruments existing Haskell implementations to generate observation
data during program evaluation, and when the observed program terminates,
the stream of observation events is postpro
essed and pretty-printed. The
result is a portable library that 
an be used with the full Haskell language.
However, there is more information in the stream of observation events
than is utilised in the vanilla version of Hood. Ea
h observation event 
onveys





(ii) where is this part of a data stru
ture lo
ated?
(iii) when is this part of a data stru
ture observed?
Hood uses lo
ation information (where) to 
ollate related observations and
then pretty-prints the 
olle
tion of partial information (what) about the data
stru
tures under observation. The original Hood publi
ation [7℄ mentions \We
have an extension to the released version of HOOD, that in
ludes a browser
that allows dynami





 pretty-printing, but this 
ombination has yet to be released
3
.
For GHood, we have taken Gill's idea of using the when information of




terised as a new ba
k-end for Hood's observation
library { instead of textual visualisation, based on pretty-printing, we have

hosen a graphi
al form of visualisation, based on a simple tree-layout algo-
rithm. The visualisation 
onsists of displaying the stru
ture under observation
as a tree, and the animation renes the display whenever an observation event




all Haskell types are of the (re
ursive) sum-of-produ
ts kind, and thus have a
simple mapping to a tree representation. This is not always the most natural
mapping { e.g., GHood 




We have added extension hooks in the Hood observation library: apart from
initialisation and nalisation, these hooks enable additional pro
essing of ob-




sendEvent used in observer), or on the event stream as a whole, between
program termination and Hood's pretty-printing. These hooks give fairly good

ontrol over the produ
tion and formatting of observation logs and 
ould be
used by other postpro
essing tools. No further modi




omes bundled with pre-release versions of the browser (from the Haskell CVS
repository) and the Hood observation library, the latter modied to produ
e the XML-
based input expe




Fig. 1. GHood s
reenshot
vation library are ne
essary { the Haskell interfa
e remains un
hanged.
Using these hooks, the observation log is made available in a text le. To
keep parsing of these logs in our ba
k-end simple, log les 
onsist of one line
of plain text per observation event, giving position information and type of










tor name for observations of 
onstru
tors, label text for observa-
tion labels). Observation logs 
an then be pro
essed, visualised and animated
in our graphi
al ba
k-end GHood. The hooks give a 
hoi
e between online
and oine generation of external logs, with asso
iated trade-os: On 
urrent
ma
hines, the slow-down of programs by le i/o during evaluation in the on-
line variant appears to be more substantial than the extra spa
e usage by the
oine version, so the latter is the default. The online version remains useful




, Hood manages to pro
ess the observation log anyway, 
apturing abnor-
mal termination via ex
eptions, but on other Haskell implementations, only
our online version of Hood generates an external log in these 
ases.
The GHood viewer itself is Java-based, ensuring availability on most plat-
forms that support Haskell implementations, and it 
an be used with any
6
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Haskell implementation that supports Hood (plus hooks). The graphi
al user
interfa
e (gure 1) is straightforward, 
omprising a drawing panel in whi
h
partially observed stru
tures are displayed using a tree-layout algorithm, and
a few buttons to play, stop, reset, and single-step the animation (forwards or
ba
kwards), or to print snapshots (printing produ
es bitmap-style Posts
ript,
so export of ve
torised en
apsulated Posts
ript was added for use in print pub-
li
ations). When observation trees get large, they 
an be s
aled down, or the
panel 
an be s
rolled, providing survey views or a

ess to parts of the stru
-
tures under observation. To provide for 
omprehensible automati
 stepping
on dierent platforms, 
ontrolable delays have be added between observation
events in automati
 animation. In the following, we fo
us on the observation
trees, as shown in the drawing panel, but produ
ed by the EPS export.
The main reason for implementing our own viewer was that existing graph
drawing tools -as far as they have not gone 
ommer
ial- appear to be lim-
ited to 
ertain platforms or spe
ialised towards pretty, reasonably fast (a few
se
onds) layout, whereas our appli
ation required portability and a qui
k and
simple tree layout for an in
rementally updated tree. The only 
ompli
ation
resulted from the single-threaded design of Java's GUI libraries (event han-
dlers are s
heduled non-preemptively). Fortunately, GHood 
an be de
om-




ess to the GUI, but both threads operate on the observation tree.
Syn




orresponding to the pro
essing of ea
h observation event, appears to give a
reasonable 
ompromise between GUI responsiveness and animation progress
while avoiding erroneous displays of partially updated trees.
GHood 
an be used as a standalone Java appli
ation or as a Java applet in
web pages, and the produ
tion and visualisation of observation event logs 
an
be de









sations without requiring a Haskell implementation on the browser side.
3.2 Observations about unsafePerformIO and extension hooks
In the implementation of observe, the non-standard, but 
ommonly imple-
mented, pseudo-fun
tion unsafePerformIO :: IO a -> a is used to turn an
ee
t (logging an observation event), do
umented in the type of an expression,
into a side-ee
t, so that the expression tagged with a 
all to observe 
an be
used just as the original expression.
Traditionally, unsafePerformIO is seen as a means to extend programs
with impure operations in su
h a way that their use, as seen from the evalu-
ating 
ontext, 
an be shown to be un
riti
al (the prex unsafe is meant to
do
ument this proof obligation). In the 
ase of observers, however, the idea is
to leave the program under observation entirely undisturbed while extending




an also be seen as a hook provided in the Haskell evaluation me
hanism.
This hook is used in observe to instrument the evaluator so that it per-
forms useful logging fun
tions when evaluating stru
tures under obervation.
And just as Hood uses an implementation hook to reuse and extend the fun
-
tionality of existing Haskell implementations, GHood uses hooks in Hood to
reuse the observation fun
tionality while extending it for purposes of graph-
i
al visualisation. Su
h implementation extension hooks enormously simplify
the implementation of portable tools, and it would seem worthwhile to 
reate




moving towards portable tools that 
an plug into dierent implementations,
using only the standardised extension interfa
es.
On
e it is understood that unsafePerformIO fun
tions as an extension
hook in the underlying implementation, other uses be
ome possible as well.
Instead of just logging the evaluation of some expression, the hook 
ould be
used to wait for user input before 
ontinuing the evaluation. Su
h user input

ould even be used to modify the stru
ture under observation before passing






ontext of GHood, another useful implementation hook





ording to the do
umentation (module Weak in
HsLibs), addFinalizer :: a -> IO () -> IO () should do just that. This
operation should asso
iate an IO-s
ript with an expression, so that the s
ript
is guaranteed to be run after the expression gets garbage 
olle
ted. Unfor-
tunately, implementation optimisations 
urrently subvert this operation for
most types, rendering it unusable in the general form.
4 GHood appli
ations, by examples
To demonstrate the opportunities opened by GHood, we 
hoose two examples
that display non-obvious behaviour but have either been analysed re
ently
(the breadth-rst numbering problem) or 
an be assumed to be well-known to
Haskell programmers (the intera
tion of non-stri
t evaluation with the use of
foldl as a pattern for tail re
ursion). We 
an thus fo
us on the visualisation
and on the information that 
an be derived from it. Both of the following
subse
tions 




an be augmented with animations of program behaviour. To avoid
page-lling series of snapshots, we o

asionally resort to radio-style textual

ommentaries of animations that do not easily t into the stati
 publi
ation
format here. Online versions of the examples dis
ussed here are provided
on the GHood home page
4
, and readers are strongly en
ouraged to use the
online animations side by side with the text here (for 
ompleteness, and to
give a rough impression of the graphi



































Fig. 2. End-of-run observation of breadth-rst numbering
snapshot series are provided in the appendix of this paper).
4.1 Breadth-rst numbering revisited
As a rst small example, 
onsider the breadth-rst numbering problem pro-
posed in a re
ent fun
tional pearl [14℄ as \an interesting toy problem that
exposes a blind spot 
ommon to many {perhaps most{ fun
tional program-
mers". The problem is stated as follows:
Given a tree T, 
reate a new tree of the same shape, but with the values at
the nodes repla
ed by the numbers 1. . . jTj in breadth-rst order.
Readers who have not 
ome a
ross this problem before are en
ouraged
to try nding a solution for themselves before reading on (our Haskell 
ode
is in Appendix A). Originally, we tried to animate our solutions more to
gain insight into the pra
ti
alities of visualisation than in the expe
tation to
learn anything new about the problem. As a rst illustration, gure 2 shows
observations of two trees, one before and one after breadth-rst numbering,
in the nal state of the animation. All observations are grouped under a root
node, whi
h also gives the name of the observation le. Below the root node

ome observation labels (the String parameters to the fun
tion observe),
followed by tree-representations of the observed Haskell stru
tures.









k, unobserved subexpressions (thunks) are
shown as red boxes. Thunks under observation are represented as orange
boxes with red outlines until their weak head normal form be
omes available,
and the thunk is repla





le of a node
is from \not yet inspe
ted" (red, 
losed box) to \under observation, but weak







Trees are either empty (E) or nodes (N) with left and right subtree and







ilitate readability of both 
olour and
greys





































ation, in that only the shape, but not the node labels of the
input tree need to be inspe
ted to 
onstru
t the resulting tree, in whi
h nodes
are labeled with positive integers in breadth-rst order.
The surprise 
ame while inspe
ting intermediate stages of the animation
{ gure 3 shows an extreme situation in the middle of the run. The thunk
whi
h will evaluate to the tree after renumbering is represented as an opened
box, indi
ating that it is being inspe
ted by the evaluation 
ontext, but that
its weak-head normal form has not yet be
ome available. It has been in that
state all the way from just after the start, while more and more of the shape of
the input tree has been observed. In other words, this solution has an extreme
stri
tness problem, inspe
ting parts of the input long before they should be
needed! Only the very next step will repla
e the thunk under inspe
tion by a
node labeled N, with three unobserved thunks as subnodes, so no part of the
result tree be
omes available for observation until after all observations of the
input tree shape have taken pla
e.
On
e the animation had so drasti
ally brought this stri
tness problem to
our attention, improving the program was not too diÆ
ult. Choosing roughly
the same stage in a run of the modied program, the intermediate observation
in gure 4 shows the dieren
e quite 
learly (wat
hing the observed stru
tures
unfold dynami
ally during animation, it is almost impossible not to noti
e the
dieren




available for observation, right down to the rst 
omplete non-trivial sub-tree
at the left, while still not all of the input tree shape has been observed.
In spite of the drasti
 improvement, a 
areful inspe
tion of the animation
for the new version shows that it still does not behave as one might expe
t.
The relabeled tree is observed in depth-rst order, whereas the input tree




alls for a breadth-rst traversal of the input tree, and the
printing routine traverses the result in depth-rst order. On se
ond thought,
though, only the 
omputation of the new labels should depend on a breadth-rst
traversal of the input, and printing the result should give the whole leftmost
bran
h of the tree before inspe
ting any node labels.
At this point, we need to explain our approa
h to the problem and the
dieren
es between the versions. In our earliest attempts, we did indeed ex-
perien
e the blind spot dis
ussed by Okasaki, though not for the reasons listed
by him. Instead, our road-blo
k was that any solution seems to involve two





alls for a breadth-rst traversal, the easy way to des
ribe a re
ursive algo-
rithm over the trees follows their re
ursive stru
ture { in depth-rst order!





turing the input tree into a list of levels, then doing the
relabeling (straightforward in this form), and nally rebuilding a tree of the
original stru
ture, with the new labels. But on
e we had managed to nd at
least one solution to Okasaki's problem, and identied our own blind spot on
the way, we then sought to get rid of the blind spot by 
onstru
ting a more
suitable solution. This led to the variants des
ribed in the present paper (the
original brute-for
e solution had similar stri
tness problems).
The new approa
h does not impose a breadth-rst traversal on the input
tree, but instead follows its natural re
ursive stru
ture, generating a pool of
\things to do" on the way. The tasks -one for ea





h represent the breadth-rst traversal 
onstraint,
and it is left to the inspe
tion of the result tree to a
tually 
ause those tasks
to be evaluated, in a 
o-routine-like fashion. In other words, the produ
er
of relabeled trees 
onsumes the input trees in a depth-rst traversal, and any

onsumer of the result tree will impli
itly (by the virtues of lazy evaluation and
the data dependen
ies set up by the produ
er) 
ause a breadth-rst traversal
to take pla
e. This de
oupling of the two 
on
i
ting traversals solves our
blind-spot problem and gives a 
on
ise rst variant of a solution, 
alled task1
(gures A.2, A.6, 4).
After reading Okasaki's 
omments [14℄, we noti
ed that his suggestion
about repla
ing two-way queues by unidire
tional queues in languages that
do not support mat
hing on both ends applied to our task pool (represented
as a list, with an awkward use of splitAt to pattern-mat
h at its ba
k end).
So task1 be





















in reversed order (so that elements 
an be taken from the output ends using
pattern-mat
hing), whi
h happens to put the relabeled top node at the very
end of the queue, so that the whole task queue has to be pro
essed -and the
whole input tree be observed- to get to the very rst node of the result tree.
Swit
hing ba
k to our original variant got rid of this problem, but left
another, only slightly more subtle stri
tness problem: to show the result tree
up to the rst label, as in gure 4, it should not be ne
essary to observe three
levels of nodes in the input tree. The node labeled 4 in the result is the rst at
level three, so observing two levels of the input tree should suÆ
e to 
ompute
the label! Perusing the animation again gives the embarrassing insight: just
traversing the stru
ture of the result tree seems to trigger the breadth-rst
traversal of the input tree, even before any labels are inspe
ted. And indeed,
this variant takes the result stru
ture from the task pool that was set up to
enfor
e the breadth-rst traversal. Separately passing the stru
ture of the
input tree and lling in the labels 
omputed on demand solves this problem,
and the animation of our nal variant, task1new (gures A.4, A.7, 5), exhibits
a ni
e, demand-driven pattern of observations.
Note that this kind of dynami
 stri
tness problem, where parts of inputs




tness information (is a part of input ever demanded or






ases where termination is obvious for
other reasons, the best information su




ible from gure 2. But that information is the same for all variants
of the solution!
4.2 A well-known stri
tness problem
Re
ursive algorithms over lists 





ursive denitions. For lists, there are two standard fold
operators, foldr and foldl, whi
h 
ombine the list elements by right- and left-
asso
iative operators, respe




tors in a parameter stru












































































































ture of the algorithm in terms of the re
ursive
stru
ture of its input. Viewed in these more general terms, foldr expresses
a standard re
ursion along the list stru
ture, whereas foldl expresses a tail
re










 [℄ = 

foldr op 
 (x:xs) = x `op` (foldr op 
 xs)
foldl op 
 [℄ = 

foldl op 
 (x:xs) = foldl op (op 
 x) xs
As many Haskell programmers dis
over for the rst time in more 
omplex
programs, this idea does not quite work { for large inputs their programs 
an
run out of sta
k spa
e in spite of the 




e, and so it seems worthwhile to see how mu
h of
the problem reveals itself by 
areful analysis of an example, using only the
graphi
al animation of observations. The reader should keep in mind that
this subse
tion is not 
on
erned with new aspe
ts of folds { rather, it serves
to illustrate the novel ways of explaining more or less well-known properties
of fun
tional algorithms, made possible by visualisation tools su
h as GHood.
Figure 6 (left) shows an end-of-animation snapshot of the 
all:
observe "foldl" foldl (+) 0 [1..4::Int℄
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To make up for the la
k of animation here, nodes in this gure are annotated
with supers
ripts giving the number of observation events between the begin-
ning of their observation and the availability of their weak head normal form
(shown only if that number ex
eeds one). As in Hood, the observed part of a
fun
tion is presented as a nite map of input/output pairs. Those pairs are
labeled with arrows here, so FUN{6->FUN{4->10},3->FUN{3->6},..} repre-
sents a fun
tion f that, when applied to 6, returned a fun
tion that, when
applied to 4, returned 10 (f was also applied to 3, and returned a fun
tion
that, when applied to 3, returned 6). The overall pi
ture tells us that foldl
is a ternary fun
tion, mapping a binary fun
tion (itself applied four times, as
there are four pairs in its map) to a fun
tion, that maps the integer 0 to a
fun
tion, that maps the list [1,2,3,4℄ to the integer 10.
In the animation, several phases 
an be distinguished. First, foldl itself is
observed to reveal its arity, then evaluation demands that its result be observed
(the box 
orresponding to this thunk is opened). Before this be
omes available,
the spine of the input list is observed in full, whi
h in itself is a stumbling blo
k
in many programs operating on lists of substantial size: the whole length of the
input list is 
reated in memory before any other 
omputations take pla
e (the
spine of the list 
an be 
olle
ted immediately, but the thunks for its elements
take up spa
e, even though these elements are not yet about to be inspe
ted).
Using foldr would avoid this problem, at the expense of linear sta
k usage.
Next, observation of the result of applying the binary operator is de-
manded, leading to a demand for the rst parameter of this appli
ation. This,
in turn, demands observation of the result of another appli
ation of the opera-
tor, and so on, 
reating a 
hain of thunks under observation until the demand
for the rst parameter of the fourth appli
ation is fullled by observing the
se
ond parameter to foldl. After that point, the 
hain unwinds step by step,
demanding su

essive observations of all input list elements before, nally, the
result of the 
all to foldl be
omes observable.
Returning to the annotated snapshot in gure 6 (left), we see that some 58




omputing, starting in this sequen
e 6+4->10, 3+3->6, 1+2->3, and
0+1->1, and terminating in reversed order, taking 42, 31, 20, and 9 observed
steps, respe
tively. In summary, the 
all to foldl was indeed tail re
ursive,
but it only observed the spine of the input list and delivered a thunk involving




orresponding to the evaluation of a nested arith-
meti
al expression) with just the kind of linearly growing sta
k-usage (the

hain of opened boxes) we wanted to avoid.
The obvious 
ountermeasure is to for
e evaluation of the a

umulator to
avoid this split into a tail-re
ursive thunk 
onstru
tion and a not tail-re
ursive




 [℄ = 
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The new annotated end-of-animation snapshot in gure 6 (right) already
indi
ates a major 
hange. With the ex
eption of the nal result, no more
than 9 observation events o

ur between the beginning of a node observation
and the availability of its weak head normal form. As those delays roughly

orrespond to sta
k usage, getting rid of the ghost-re
ursion has established
the bound on sta
k usage that was the original goal. The order of appli
ations
of the binary operator seems to have 
hanged as well.
Going through the full animation sequen
e shows further dieren
es: the
spine and elements of the input list are now inspe
ted in a stepwise fash-
ion, interleaved with appli
ations of the binary operator, now in the sequen
e
0+1->1, 1+2->3, 3+3->6, and 6+4->10. This ordering ensures that intermedi-
ate results are already available when demanded by the next appli
ation and
is the result of for
ing the evaluation of the a

umulator. So, not only has the
unbounded use of sta
k spa
e been avoided, but a spa
e leak (observing the
full spine of the input list -thus 
reating impli
it thunks for all elements- long
before its elements are inspe
ted) has been plugged as well.
4.3 Summary, and further examples
The examples in this se
tion have been 
hosen to be small, relatively well-
known, yet displaying interesting behaviour and illustrating dierent aspe
ts
of GHood. In the 
ase of breadth-rst numbering, animation of observations
was used during algorithm development and helped to dis
over unexpe
ted
properties of early program variants, as well as pointing to the sour
e of the
problems. In the 
ase of foldl, the algorithm and problems are usually 
on-
sidered to be well-known, but resurfa
e with surprising reliability, and the




ould still lead to linear resour
e usage for intermediate stru
tures. The ex-
amples dier in another notable aspe
t: for breadth-rst numbering, the tree
layout imposed by GHood naturally mat
hes the trees in the problem, whereas
the tree layout is rather less natural for foldl.





k to problems and led to modi
ations of the programs observed. It would
be misleading, though, to assume that the main use of GHood was in debug-
ging { it just happens that understanding what a program does 
an be a useful
asset in debugging (de
larative debugging, as in Freja [13℄, suggests that su
h
an understanding is not always ne
essary). For a ni
e example of how ani-
mation of observations 
an aid program 
omprehension outside of debugging,
readers are again referred to the GHood home page: the online examples in-

lude an animated observation of Colin Run
iman's Haskell implementation
of the \wheel sieve" algorithm for generating prime numbers [17℄. The pro-
gram is 
onsiderably more 
omplex than the examples dis
ussed here, and the
animation provides a ni
e 
omplement to the dis
ussion in the JFP paper.
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After some internal testing at UKC, rst versions of GHood were made avail-
able to the Haskell 
ommunity in January 2001. Sin
e then, we have re
eived
a lot of positive feedba
k, very few feature requests, and problem reports
have mostly been limited to problems with the Java 2 runtime installations
on whi
h our viewer depends. This suggests that the tool, while far from per-
fe
t, is already 
onsidered good enough to ll its ni
he. In other words, while
our 
urrent users might wel
ome renements of the 
urrent features, su
h im-
provements will not be 










urrently under development (see below), to be in
orporated in
a nal release later this year.
In Mar




ming group in York and take part in a repetition of the usability study de-
s
ribed in [3℄, with updated variants of the same tools. Though limited to

ase studies in debugging, the experiment provided a host of useful feedba
k
and ideas. The most important out
ome was that the tools (Freja, Hat, and
GHood) had a
tually managed to explore, and partially ll, dierent ni
hes in
the area of debugging Haskell programs. Ea
h tool was useful for debugging,
but ea
h tool was useful in a dierent way, and more than on
e, we would
have wanted an easy way to swit
h from one tool to another { not only with
the same Haskell implementation, but in the same debugging session, taking
the 
urrent debugging state and investigating it from a dierent perspe
tive.
As the Hat tra
e seems to 
ontain most of the information needed for ea
h
of the tools, the York group has now started to move in that dire
tion, and
rst results are visible in the new Hat toolsuite bundled with the just-released
nh
98-1.04 [20,19℄ (the suite in
ludes a variant of Hood-style observation, im-
plemented on top of Hat's redex trails instead of Hood's observation library).
In the following, we distinguish between Hood -the Haskell library released
in July 2000, GHood -the graphi
al ba
k-end for Hood des
ribed in this paper,
and THood, by whi
h we refer to the version of Hood that 
omes bundled
with nh
. The latter in
ludes Gill's textual browser from the Haskell CVS
repository, and a pre-release version of the Hood library, modied to generate
the XML input expe
ted by the browser. In its 
urrent pre-release form,
THood suers from dieren
es to the released Hood (this is easily repaired)
and from a la
k of automated animation (only single-stepping forwards and
ba
kwards and jumps to beginning and end of observations are provided).
All Hood ba
kends inherit the 
ore fun
tionality and some limitations from
the library. In pra
ti
e, the most annoying limitation is the need to inspe
t
and modify the sour
e 
ode in order to import the module Observe and to
6




es of the 
lass Observable for all non-standard data types, as
far as values of these types need to be observed (this set of types needs to
be 
losed with respe




all to runO in main and running the implementation with options indi-

ating extensions beyond Haskell 98. In 
ontrast to 
alls to observe, whi
h
indi
ate programmer intentions, these modi
ations are implied, boring, and
error-prone. Even though errors introdu
ed in the pro
ess are isolated from
the program, easily spotted and xed, they 
ould be avoided entirely by au-
tomating these tasks (Mal
olm Walla
e suggested using Drift to generate the
instan
es of Observable). The main problem with 
alls to observe is to
identify program positions where su
h 
alls will provide useful information.
The York experiment was limited to debugging, and as far this is 
on-

erned, the most useful feature of GHood surprisingly turned out to be infor-
mation about what is not there: again and again, unevaluated thunks provided
short
uts to spotting bugs (one example was a bugged 
ompiler in whi
h a
symboltable lookup managed to return values without the symboltable ever
being observed). Both Hood and THood indi
ate unevaluated thunks as sim-
ple unders
ores, and neither shows temporal relations between dierent obser-
vations (Hood has no animation, THood treats observations under dierent
labels separately). GHood, in 
ontrast, displays unevaluated thunks in 
learly
visible red, and animates all observations under a single root node, fa
ilitating

omprehension of interrelationships. Deriving information from non-available
data (thunks) seems to take some getting-used-to, though: the important 
on-
ne
tion is that Hood-based tools show what the program sees, so if GHood
does not show the value of a thunk, there is no need for the debugger to know
the value, simply be
ause the program never asks for that value.
Of the tools in the experiment, GHood seemed to 
ope best with large
stru
tures, but it was not entirely without problems in this regard: s
aling
(both in time and in spa









tures are not represented as 
ompa
tly as
in Hood or THood. If THood would be extended with automated animation,
it would be at an advantage for small, not inherently tree-like stru
tures, su
h
as the observation of foldl. For slightly larger observations, su
h as the lazy
wheel sieve, THood's 
ompa
t representation 




aling the pretty-printed representation to point size
would give a graphi
 represention without mu
h stru
ture, but it would be
interesting to 
ompare that representation to GHood's).
GHood extends Hood, so the stati




 visualisation, but some graphs,
espe
ially Strings, should be represented more 
ompa
tly, to improve read-
ability. Another problem 
on
erns navigation in large stru
tures: the stan-
dard two-s
rollbars solution is rather unsuited for 
on
urrently navigating in
both dimensions and needs to be repla
ed, and although both survey views
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and zooming to details are 
urrently supported, they should not ex
lude ea
h
other. On a related note, we should point out that Hood-based animation
tools not only enable programmers to fo
us on the parts of the program to
be observed, de
oupling program size from the size of observations. To some
extent, the level of abstra
tion at whi
h to animate program observations

an also be 
ontrolled: at the level des
ribed in se
tion 3, entirely dierent
approa
hes to the breadth-rst numbering problem, su





h, will display similar behaviour, even though
their behaviour would dier substantially under more detailed observations.
Other issues in
lude online versus oine generation of observation logs (
f.
se
tion 3.1), observability of -
onversion (observe "f" f shares a single ob-
servation label between all uses of f, whereas \x->observe "f" f x 
reates
separate observation labels for ea
h 
all), the need to remove 
alls to observe
to avoid 
lutter (GHood should be extended to permit sele
tive observation),
and the need for \pa
kaging" of observations, preserving the 
onne
tion be-
tween them (for instan
e, several lo
al variable bindings in a fun
tion body).
As mentioned earlier, the approa




tive debugging, and the February 2001 release of Hugs
(www.haskell.org/hugs) oers support for a built-in variant of Hood, 
alled
HugsHood, whi
h heads in this dire
tion by supporting breakpoints. Similarly,
there is no fundamental reason against online visualisation (during program
exe
ution) but our 
urrent oine approa
h to visualisation has opened new
appli
ation areas beyond debugging.
5.2 Other related work
The idea to visualise and animate the exe
ution of fun
tional programs in or-
der to gain insights into their behaviour is an old one. For an overview of the
problems and opportunities see Sandra Foubister's thesis [5℄. We are not aware
of a survey 
overing this area, but various proposals and even implementations
have been put forward, in
luding Foubister's \hint" tool and an animation of
a G-ma
hine implementation using the graph layout tool daVin
i [15℄, not to
mention proposals for spe
ially designed visual fun
tional languages. More re-

ent in
arnations of the idea in
lude a graphi
al debugger/tra
er in the Curry
Integrated Development EnviRonment CIDER [11℄, and the Kiel Intera
tive
Evaluation Laboratory [2℄ for a simple rst-order subset of ML. For 
om-
pleteness, text-based navigation through redu
tion sequen
es should also be
mentioned, as in the DrS
heme environment [4℄ or in the redu
tion systems
in the Berkling and Kluge tradition [10℄.
Animation of observations in GHood is distin
tly dierent from traditional
text- or graphi




e with GHood and with textual single-stepping through
redu
tion sequen
es, as aorded, e.g., by the redu
tion systems developed by
Kluge et. al. [10,6℄, we nd both disadvantages and advantages.
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At rst, the disadvantages seem overwhelming: without any extra eort by
programmers, redu
tion systems provide a dire
t experien
e of the operational
semanti
s, as well as navigation, editing, and sele
tive redu
tion of parts of
intermediate programs in a redu
tion sequen
e. GHood, as a ba
k-end for
Hood, only animates observations of intermediate stru
tures. Observations
are approximations of weak head normal forms of those intermediates, and
the animation shows the sequen
e in whi
h parts of stru
tures under observa-
tion are inspe
ted. This allows only indire
t 
on




an be rather diÆ
ult to try and infer the algorithm
from the visualisation alone but, starting with a 
onje
ture or some approxi-
mate understanding of the program behaviour, it tends to be straightforward
to 
onrm or refute su
h hypotheses in the visualisation.
On the positive side, graphi
al visualisation is more suitable for overviews
of larger programs and of animation sequen
es, where textual information
is no longer readable. The observational approa
h also makes it easier to
fo
us visualisation on interesting aspe
ts of program behaviour, ex
luding both
unobserved parts of programs and intermediate expression representations on
the way to weak head normal forms. Nevertheless, observation graphs for
realisti
 programs grow qui
kly, demanding further work on the user interfa
e.
The general problem fa
ed by developers of exe
ution monitoring tools is
the need to use (and most likely 
reate) spe
ially instrumented implementa-
tions. As a 
onsequen
e of the eorts involved, su
h spe
ialised implementa-
tions tend to support only small subsets of the original languages, visualisation
often takes pla
e at the implementation level, and the spe
ialised implemen-
tations do not evolve with the language and its standard implementations.
Tools based on spe
ialised implementations are by denition not portable,
and if separate implementations are needed for normal and for visualisation
use, dieren




Another alternative is to use a separate evaluator with built-in exe
ution
animation fa
ilities and to provide mappings between subsets of that evalu-
ator's language and subsets of the language to be extended with exe
ution
monitoring. Wolfram Kahl has demonstrated this approa
h with his term-
graph-based program development and transformation environment HOPS [9℄,
but it means that two evaluators, their languages, and the mapping between
them have to be kept in syn
h, not to mention portability issues.
Hood avoids all these problems by using a 
ommonly implemented im-
plementation hook (unsafePerformIO) to instrument existing Haskell imple-
mentations, reusing and extending their fun
tionality. The resulting library is
portable and 
an be used with the full Haskell language. GHood uses hooks
in Hood to reuse the observation fun
tionality while extending it for purposes
of dynami
 graphi
al visualisation, using Java as a widely available imple-
mentation platform. Re
e
ting on the su

ess of these hook-based solutions,
implementation hooks turn out to be (appli
ation-spe
i








essful tool-building traditions, su
h as
Lisp, Prolog, and Smalltalk, tool development seems to rely on well-developed
infra-stru
tures for meta-programming and re
e
tion. At a prototype stage,
the key idea is to write a meta-interpreter (between a few lines and a page
of 
ode for these languages) that reuses existing implementation fun
tional-
ity, and then to instrument the meta-interpreter for purposes of monitoring
(animation in our 
ase). Su

essful prototype tools 
an then be implemented
more eÆ





meta-interpreter should delegate standard fun
tionality to the standard eval-
uator with as little overhead as possible. In su
h embedded meta-interpreters,
only the extra fun
tionality (e.g., for program monitoring) in
urs interpreta-
tive overhead, and if suitable extension interfa
es to the standard evaluator






omes the standard interpreter, instrumented via its extension hooks.
In the 
ontext of de
larative debugging, Naish and Barbour [12℄ have used





ould be implemented in the fun
tional language to be debugged, assuming a
single impure primitive, 
alled dirt (display intermediate redu
ed term).




nor does it oer well-do
umented in-
terfa
es to implementation fun
tionality (
f. the SML/NJ Compiler stru
ture
[1℄), or other typi
al parts of a meta-programming infra-stru
ture. Its syntax
is more 
omplex than Lisp's S-expressions, and reusable parsers for full Haskell
have only re





essible; all Haskell implementations
internally build up a symbol-table, asso
iating identiers with attributes, su
h
as types or stri




ould load a Haskell program and query the symbol-table information.
6 Con
lusions
GHood is a new ba
k-end for Hood, providing graphi
al visualisation and an-
imation of Haskell program exe
ution. Unlike traditional approa
hes to graph
redu
tion animation, GHood is not based on a spe
ial-purpose implementa-
tion, but extends and reuses existing Haskell implementations, via Hood. The
visualisation itself is also dierent, in that it does not animate redu
tions of
terms to normal form, but inspe
tion of terms by their evaluation 
ontexts:
instead of evolution of a term through intermediate representations, an anima-
tion shows renement of information about a term in a single representation.
Portable tools su
h as Hood and GHood depend 
riti
ally on being able
to instrument and thus reuse existing Haskell implementations by means of
extension hooks, and the ease with whi
h tool implementers 
an reuse existing
7
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tionality has an important impa
t on the development of
tools for Haskell. We suggest that a 
ommon (implementation-independent)
infra-stru
ture for meta-programming and re
e
tion in Haskell, with standard
interfa
es to implementation fun
tionality, 
ould improve the basis for Haskell
tool development, and that both the general framework and spe
i
 imple-




In the present paper, we have fo
ussed on illustrating the way in whi
h
GHood 
an be used to help 
omprehension of Haskell program behaviour,
using small examples from everyday pra
ti
e. Our own experien
e and feed-
ba
k from users shows that dynami
 observation of intermediate stru
tures is
a useful addition to the Haskell programmer's toolbox. Although the `d' in
Hood stands for \debugger", we prefer to see GHood as a workben
h: Haskell
programmers 
an use it to set up and perform experiments involving dynami

aspe
ts of their programs. Su
h experiments 
an be used to validate theories
of program behaviour or they 





ted. For both uses, experiments have to be set up and the
data be interpreted 
arefully, so Hood and GHood are tools that 
an inform




We hope to see GHood or similar tools for the visualisation of fun
tional









tors might want to 
onsider the motivational aspe
t as well { several

orrespondents 
ommented the rst pre-releases with the words \GHood is

ool!". Another 
orrespondent remarked \nally, I 
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ode and animation sequen
es
A note on the use of animation sequen
es: online animations for all examples
are available on the GHood home page. Snapshot samples of animation sequen
es
are in
luded in this appendix for ar
hival reasons, but as the stati
 medium 
annot
portray the advantages of dynami
 visualisation, the online animations should be
preferred, if at all possible. Readers without a

ess to the online animations will
nd it helpful to print or display this appendix separately from the main text, so
that they 
an see both side by side without having to jump ba
k and forth.
import Observe
data Tree a = E | N (Tree a) a (Tree a) deriving (Show)
instan
e Observable a => Observable (Tree a) where
observer E = send "E" (return E)
observer (N l x r) = send "N" (return N << l << x << r)
main = printO $ observe "after" $ bfnum $ observe "before" xxx
where { xxx = N xx 2 xx; xx = N x 1 x; x = N E 0 E }




-- for non-empty tree, fork out immediate subtrees (l,r) as
-- new tasks, build result from sub-results (l',r')
task n ~[℄ E = (n ,[℄ ,E)
task n ~[l',r'℄ (N l x r) = (n+1,[l,r℄,N l' n r')
taskM n [℄ = [℄
taskM n (t:ts) = t':rs'
where
(n',tp',t') = task n r t
ts' = taskM n' (ts++tp')
(rs',r) = splitAt (length ts) ts'
bfnum t = head $ taskM (1::Integer) [t℄
Fig. A.2. task1 { task-based breadth-rst numbering, rst attempt
task n ~rs E = (n ,rs,[℄ ,E)
task n ~(r':l':rs) (N l x r) = (n+1,rs,[l,r℄,N l' n r')
taskM n [℄ = [℄
taskM n (t:ts) = rs'++[t'℄
where
(n',rs',tp',t') = task n ts' t
ts' = taskM n' (ts++tp')
bfnum t = head $ taskM (1::Integer) [t℄
Fig. A.3. task2 { task-based breadth-rst numbering, more elegant?
task n ~[℄ E = (n ,[℄ ,E)
task n ~[l',r'℄ (N l x r) = (n+1,[l,r℄,N l' n r')
taskM n [℄ = [℄
taskM n (t:ts) = t':rs'
where
(n',tp',t') = task n r t
ts' = taskM n' (ts++tp')
(rs',r) = splitAt (length ts) ts'
fillIn E ~E = E
fillIn (N l _ r) ~(N l' x' r') = N (fillIn l l') x' (fillIn r r')
bfnum t = fillIn t $ head $ taskM (1::Integer) [t℄



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. A.9. foldl': steps 2, 9, 17, 25, 34, 38, 47, 51, 60 and 66
29
